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Overdubbing to Fix Mistakes When Recording in Reaper 

 

Hi, this is Ken from Home Brew Audio and I'm gonna show you today how to use overdubbing to 

repair a mistake you might make while we recording a track. So, in this example, I'm going to 

record a guitar track, make a mistake, and then instead of having to start the whole thing all over, I'll 

just start a new track and pick up just before I made the mistake and continue on. And that way we 

can more quickly, create a perfect track without having to start over and over again every time we 

make a mistake. 

 

So you can see here, I have a track, I've labeled it "guitar" and I am going to record a little bit and 

then make a mistake and we'll see what to do from there. Here we go. 

 

[music] 

 

Oops, made a mistake. So you stop recording and then you'll be presented with this window, click 

"save all" 'cause you wanna save what you did. And the first thing to do is, disarm the guitar track. 

Double-click in the space to create a new track. Arm that one, this will be where we record our 

repair audio. Then come over to where you made your mistake and go to the end of that first track. 

This where... 

 

[music] 

 

That's usually where I swear. But then you don't wanna hear that or the mistake when you're 

recording the repair audio. It'll throw you off so I'm just going to peel this back a little bit. 

 

[music] 

 

Record over the mistake and the extra talking, and then come back... I'm gonna come back to here 

and start recording on this repair track. Here we go. 

 

[music] 

 

And then I would continue until I either make another mistake and then just repeat this process, or 

until I've gotten to the end of the song without making any more mistakes. So the next step is to 

trim the edge of the repair audio until it is just overlapping by a few milliseconds your original 

audio, then I'm gonna drag it up. And I wanted that little overlap so that I can get this cross-fade 

right here, and that will allow for a smooth transition, which you were here thusly. 

 

[music] 

 

Nice and smooth and seamless. And that's how you do it. 
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